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IN BRIEF

- The demand for high tracking error, “satellite” equity strategies is growing. However, these strategies often come with risk-factor exposures that may outweigh any edge gained from stock selection.
- We believe there are three reasons why investors should be aware of the portion of a manager’s returns derived from stock selection versus factor exposure:
  - Factor exposures are no longer worth active management fees.
  - Active managers are better at stock selection than they are at factor timing.
  - Stock selection is more diversifiable than factor exposures.

- The key takeaway: Strategies that focus on diversifiable, repeatable, stock-specific risk may offer a multi-manager platform more consistent risk-adjusted returns.

The recent landmark U.S. Department of Labor ruling on fiduciary standards is just the latest example of a pervasive trend of increasing scrutiny applied to allocators’ portfolio choices. In many cases, the scrutiny and risk of legal consequences is motivating a shift to passive and index-based investment strategies. But in a post–quantitative easing, low-return environment for most asset classes, the need for active return has, arguably, never been greater. To balance these needs, many allocators have turned to a barbell approach, allocating very little active risk to the usually passive core portion of a typical core-satellite portfolio—and a lot of active risk to the satellite portion. Active managers, in turn, have adopted an “active at all costs” approach to fit this model, targeting high tracking error as a necessary strategy differentiator.

We think both the passive and active sides of a barbell strategy have merit for many investors. But confining active management to a high-risk functionality limits its reach and effectiveness. Often, the intention of high tracking error managers is to isolate the impact of research and stock-selection efforts by not confining a manager’s choices to index constituents and by allowing heavy concentrations in individual stocks, sectors, and styles. While well-intentioned, this approach to portfolio construction can lead to uncompensated risks.

Specifically, the lack of diversification in “conviction” portfolios gives rise to risk-factor exposures that may outweigh any edge gained from security selection. Chart 1 shows this counterintuitive phenomenon.1 As the funds depicted in the chart exhibit more tracking error, less of that tracking error comes from stock selection.

---

1.

CHART 1. SOURCES OF VARIANCE AMONG THE LARGEST MID- AND LARGE-CAP VALUE FUNDS

Source: Morningstar, Inc., Axioma, Lipper, and Lord Abbett. As of December 31, 2015. Data points represent values for the 10 largest mutual funds in two Lipper categories: Mid-Cap Value and Large-Cap Value. For illustrative purposes only and does not represent any portfolio managed by Lord Abbett or any particular investment.
Why should anyone care what portion of a manager’s returns come from stock selection? We believe there are three reasons:

1) Factor exposures are no longer worth active management fees.

This is a relatively new phenomenon. Twenty years ago, all but the most sophisticated investors needed active managers to gain efficient and consistent exposure to various investment styles like value, quality, and momentum. The emergence of smart beta strategies has changed that. While smart beta funds usually don’t offer anything new to the investment world, what they do bring to the table is targeted exposure to return sources, and they can do it cheaply. Because their strategies are rules-based, smart beta managers don’t have to employ researchers or analysts and can pass those savings on to investors in the form of low management fees.

As smart beta adoption expands, exposure to factor returns becomes a commodity, a fortuitous development for fee-conscious investors and allocators. We believe active management’s role needs to shift to providing returns that cannot be replicated by smart beta factor exposures. In a meaningful way, exposure to factor returns is no longer an “active” exposure, and the market for active management is adjusting to this new paradigm. This is illustrated in Chart 2, which shows how active manager fees decline as more of the active variance is explained by factors.²

2) Managers are better at stock selection than they are at factor timing.

For most investors, this statement is intuitive. It is well known that experts’ predictions of macro factors such as the price of oil or interest rates are rarely correct. The most compelling empirical proof that stock selection is a more reliable source of returns than factor betting is the active share literature pioneered by K.J. Martijn Cremers and Antti Petajisto.³ Sorting managers on relative active share and tracking error allowed the researchers to approximate skill in stock selection (an activity associated with higher active share) versus skill in factor betting (an activity associated with higher tracking error). The group of managers with higher active share and lower tracking error, which the researchers called diversified stock pickers, outperformed the other manager groups by a significant margin. Cremers and Petajisto noted that “most active stock pickers have enough skill to outperform their benchmarks even after fees and transaction costs. In contrast, funds focusing on factor bets seem to have zero to negative skill, which leads to particularly bad performance after fees.”

Paradoxically, the active share literature has been used to justify a “more is better” approach with regard to activeness, when the researcher’s findings were actually more nuanced, finding that a certain kind of activity (stock selection) was beneficial while another kind (factor betting) was not. Cremers and Petajisto are not the only researchers to confirm this finding. (We will offer a comprehensive review of research supporting the superiority of diversified stock picking as a source of alpha in our upcoming white paper, “The Uncommon Virtues of Security Selection.”)
3) **Stock selection is more diversifiable than factor exposures.**

This is true at a portfolio level, and when combining portfolios in a multi-manager structure. At the portfolio level, stock selection can offer thousands of independent chances to apply an investment team’s skill, compared to just a few opportunities for a factor-timing manager. The point of factor identification is to label common determinants of large portions of security returns. So factor bets, by their nature, are powerful bets that are hard to diversify. Again, empirical evidence supports the notion that lower tracking-error strategies typified by diversified stock pickers generate more efficient excess returns than higher tracking error approaches typified by large factor bets. (We’ve replicated and updated a comprehensive study on this subject in our forthcoming white paper.)

At the multi-manager level, common factor loadings do not diversify, while idiosyncratic risk does. So, combining portfolios with large weights on common factor risks will not yield much in the way of diversification benefits. Combining portfolios with different factor risks can be more successful, as distinct factor correlations are often very low over multi-decade return horizons. However, over shorter horizons, such as the one-year rolling time periods shown in Chart 3, factor correlations can be erratic. Excess returns to factor exposures are similarly erratic, meaning allocators who rely on manager factor exposures for outperformance must be prepared to endure extended and sometimes simultaneous periods of underperformance.

**CHART 3. VALUE AND MOMENTUM RISK PREMIA: ROLLING ONE-YEAR CORRELATION BASED ON MONTHLY DATA, DECEMBER 1927–MARCH 2016**

![Chart 3: Value and Momentum Risk Premia](image)

Source: Kenneth R. French Data Library, mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu. For illustrative purposes only and does not represent any portfolio managed by Lord Abbett or any particular investment. Past performance is not a reliable indicator or a guarantee of future results.

**THE IMPLICATIONS FOR ALLOCATORS**

Without a multi-decade evaluation horizon, an allocator may well abandon higher-risk managers during times of underperformance. Indeed, this occurs frequently. In a 2008 study of plan sponsors’ hiring and firing decisions over 20 years, researchers Amit Goyal and Sunil Wahal found that in the years after the decision, recently fired managers produced relatively higher excess returns compared to managers who were hired.

Those results underscore the uncertainty associated with higher tracking-error strategies, limiting the usefulness of these approaches to an allocator. Managers with moderate active risk—typified by well-diversified stock pickers—can offer more consistent returns, helping to mitigate this uncertainty and, consequently, to minimize suboptimal hiring and firing decisions.

The idiosyncratic stock selection performed by diversified stock pickers constitutes true activeness in a world where factor exposures are commoditized. The research we’ve examined here suggests that a strategy focusing on diversifiable, repeatable, stock-specific risk may offer a multi-manager platform more consistent and diversifiable returns over the long term.
Alpha is the return on an investment that is in excess of the expected return, given the investment's level of risk. In a portfolio of securities, this excess return is attributed to the portfolio manager's skill. This implies that it requires some form of active management, such as selecting securities (selection alpha) or timing a market, sector, or asset class correctly (timing alpha).

Active share is a measure of active portfolio management which represents the share of portfolio holdings that differ from the benchmark index holdings. It is intended to provide information about a fund's potential for beating its benchmark index. Active share can be used together with tracking error (see below) for a more comprehensive picture of active management, allowing observers to distinguish between stock selection and factor timing.

Beta is the return that a portfolio earns that can be attributed to the market as a whole, as opposed to returns that are attributable to a portfolio manager’s skill (alpha).

Smart beta refers to alternative indexes that seek to outperform traditional cap-weighted indexes by weighting their holdings either equally or by fundamentals, such as sales or dividend yield.

Correlation is a statistical measure that indicates how closely two entities (e.g., securities, indexes, or portfolios) move in relation to each other. A correlation of 1.0 indicates that a move up or down by one is matched by a move in the same direction by the other. A correlation of -1.0 indicates that a move up or down will be matched by move in the opposite direction. A correlation of 0.0 indicates that the two entities have no statistical relationship.

Excess return shows how a product's performance compares with that of its benchmark over a stated period of time.

Tracking error is the standard deviation of the difference between a fund return and its benchmark index return. It is a measure of is the volatility of a fund return's in excess of its benchmark.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Risks to Consider: The value of investments in equity securities will fluctuate in response to general economic conditions and to changes in the prospects of particular companies and/or sectors in the economy. Mid and small cap company stocks tend to be more volatile and may be less liquid than large cap company stocks. Mid and small cap companies typically experience higher risk of failure than large cap companies. Small cap companies may also have more limited product lines, markets, or financial resources and typically experience a higher risk of failure than large companies. While growth stocks are subject to the daily ups and downs of the stock market, their long-term potential as well as their volatility can be substantial. Value investing involves the risk that the market may not recognize that securities are undervalued, and they may not appreciate as anticipated. No investing strategy can overcome all market volatility or guarantee future results.

Neither diversification nor asset allocation can guarantee a profit or protect against loss in declining markets.

Performance quoted represents past performance. Past performance is not a reliable indicator or a guarantee of future results. The historical data shown in the charts are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent any Lord Abbett mutual fund or any particular investment.

The material presented in this material are as of the date of publication, are subject to change based on subsequent developments, and may not reflect the views of the firm as a whole. Although the material is not intended to be relied upon as a forecast, research, or investment advice, it is not a recommendation or offer to buy or sell any securities or to adopt any investment strategy, and is not intended to predict or depict the performance of any investment. Readers should not assume that investments in companies, sectors, and/or markets described were or will be profitable. Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal. This document is prepared based on the information Lord Abbett deems reliable; however, Lord Abbett does not guarantee the accuracy and completeness of the information. Investors should consult with a financial advisor prior to making an investment decision.

The information provided herein is not directed at any investor or category of investors and is provided solely as general information about our products and services and to otherwise provide general investment education. No information contained herein should be regarded as a suggestion to engage in or refrain from any investment-related course of action as Lord, Abbett & Co LLC (and its affiliates, “Lord Abbett”) is not undertaking to provide impartial investment advice, act as an impartial adviser, or give advice in a fiduciary capacity with respect to the materials presented herein. If you are an individual retirement investor, contact your financial advisor or other non-Lord Abbett fiduciary about whether any given investment idea, strategy, product, or service described herein may be appropriate for your circumstances.